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REVIEW ARTICLES

MAJOR BIOGRAPHIES OF MARGINAL FIGURES?
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George IV and Lola Montez were people of very different rank. The
moment George Augustus Frederick was born as the heir to the throne
of Britain and Hanover it was clear that, unless death intervened
prematurely, he would at least appear in many historical works. When
Elizabeth Gilbert was born on 17 February 1821 in Grange near Sligo as
the daughter of a British officer, it was relatively unlikely that she would
be remembered much after her death. Yet in spite of the huge difference
in status, the two figures shared the fate of having remained for many
years on the fringes of historical interest, until a surprising recent
renaissance. For the regent and later king of a country which had
emerged victorious from a protracted war against Napoleon, and
which did not permanently diverge from a course of reform, mod-
ernization, and industrial growth, George IV has had a singularly bad
press. Indeed, historians usually considered him largely irrelevant to
the successes or failures of the British political system, and too much of
a ‘bad king’ to be taken seriously even as a patron of the arts.1 In

1 Rudolf Muhs, ‘Georg IV.’, in Peter Wende (ed.), Englische Könige und
Königinnen. Von Heinrich VII. bis Elisabeth II. (Munich, 1998), pp. 242-4.
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different ways, both Saul David and E. A. Smith set out to revise this
impression.

In the case of Lola Montez, the resurgence of interest is even more
stunning. At least five books on her, three of them biographies, have
appeared since 1992 – before then, not even a handful of biographies of
her had been published.2 However, the subject headings attached to
these books in the catalogue of the British Library confirm that, at this
level, at least, her relevance is still seen as restricted to ‘Ludwig I – King
of Bavaria – Relations with women’ (although a book limited to Lola
Montez can only scratch the surface of this topic), ‘Courtesans –
Biography’, or ‘Mistresses – Biography’. There is no mention of such
categories as ‘Bavaria – 1848 Revolution – Cause of’, which would seem
equally justifiable. Books on George IV, by contrast, are, of course,
indexed under the much better-sounding ‘Kings and Rulers – Biography’.

The sudden interest in such figures as George IV and Lola Montez
by leading academic publishers seems to be more than a coincidence.
Others could have been chosen, but it so happens that two books on
each figure have appeared in the last couple of years. To a certain extent,
these books – and others treating similar ‘marginal figures’ – seem to
represent the latest episode in the continuing search by historians
(whether full-time university employees or independent authors) for
topics that will appeal to a broader audience and therefore ‘sell’ books,
first to publishers, then to readers. In this perspective, the combination
of plenty of sex, some politics, and a dash of adventure which charac-
terized their lives makes both George IV and Lola Montez ideal subjects
for such an exercise today. From the more specialized viewpoint of
professional historians, these books provide an opportunity for a re-
examination of seemingly well-known periods from a different
perspective. In doing so, they raise new questions: in the one case, about
the character and political significance of Britain’s perhaps most
maligned king in recent memory; in the other, about the remarkable
career and short-lived political impact of one of the world’s most
interesting adventuresses. So how successful is this new approach in an
intellectual perspective?

2 In addition to the books reviewed here, these are Roberto Giardina, Lola
Montez: Ballerina e avventuriera. Vita di Eliza Dolores Gilbert contessa di
Landsfeld (Milan, 1992); Reinhold Rauh, Lola Montez: Die königliche Mätresse
(Munich, 1992); and James F. Varley, Lola Montez: The California Adventures
of Europe’s Notorious Courtesan (Spokane, 1996).
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I
On the face of it, the biographies of George IV by Saul David and E. A.
Smith are quite similar. Both promise readable ‘lives’ written for a
public which extends beyond specialists; both indicate that they will re-
evaluate their key figure in the light of new evidence and new
interpretations. In one sense, this seems comparatively easy (in so far as
it can ever be easy to write a good biography), as it is hard to make
George IV’s life appear dull. Its main events are well known, and need
hardly be repeated here: his difficult relationship with his father; his
gambling and building debts; his secret and illegal but temporarily
happy marriage to Mrs Maria Fitzherbert, a Catholic, which might have
cost him the throne; his legal marriage to Caroline of Brunswick, which
allowed him to discharge some of his debts, but which proved disastrous;
his architectural enterprises; his splendid coronation; and the sad figure
he cut in politics. It is as Prince of Wales that George has become most
prominent in popular perception: as a blond blockhead in Blackadder; as
a scheming figure in the background of the royal court, conspiring
against the emotionally challenged but competent Prime Minister, Pitt
the Younger, in The Madness of King George.

The difficulty lies partly in giving a new twist to this story, and partly
in actually telling the story well. George IV’s correspondence has been
published. All documents associated with his secret marriage came to
light some time ago. New revelations are thus not really to be expected.
The two biographies discussed here approach the challenge this presents
in different ways. Whereas Saul David emphasizes the cultural achieve-
ments of ‘the Regency in its widest sense (1800-1830)’ (p. 3), the late E.
A. Smith wants to re-evaluate George’s image as a politician, crediting
him with the ‘survival’ of the function of the monarch in British politics
(p. xi). David has picked the more promising approach, but written a
disappointing book, whereas Smith has written a magisterial biography
which does not quite manage to support the thesis he sets out in the
introduction.

Saul David’s book is geared towards a somewhat wider readership
than Smith’s. It includes more general background than the volume in
the Yale English Monarchs series, ranging from passages on Britain’s
economic and industrial development to the history of Mrs Fitzherbert’s
family. David does not hesitate to render episodes in direct speech (if the
sources permit this), and generally writes in a lighter vein than Smith.
The caricature on the dust jacket is also more inviting than the more

Major Biographies of Marginal Figures?
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austere (but, considering Smith’s purpose, more apt) official portrait on
the cover of the Yale volume. Finally, David is more confident in
accepting some of the more controversial findings of recent research or
speculation, which makes his book appear more on the ‘cutting edge’ of
developments. He has no doubt whatever that George III, George IV,
and probably George IV’s daughter Charlotte suffered from porphyria,
whereas Smith more prudently ‘prefers to reserve judgement’ (Smith,
p. 50). David also gives some credence to Kenneth Griffith’s recent
assertion that George III, too, contracted a secret marriage, and in fact
had a son from this union who was sent to a remote part of South Africa.
It is disappointing, however, that the only reference David provides is
to an article in the Sunday Times, even though documents in support of
the theory are said to have been found in Court of Chancery files, which
should have been checked as well.

However, David’s book suffers from a number of major problems.
First, there are numerous obvious errors, which may be due to the
oversights of copy-editors or typesetters, but which are nevertheless
annoying. For example, readers could get the impression that George III
somehow acceded to the British throne several times over, and that the
‘first’ of these accessions occurred in 1769 (p. 6), that there was one
‘Livery Company of London’ (p. 40), and that Mrs Fitzherbert possessed
an abundance of ‘moral turpitude’ (the intended sense being ‘goodness’)
(p. 278).

The second, more serious, point is the odd way in which David skips
straight from Queen Caroline’s trial to the death of George IV. No
explanation for this is provided. As mentioned above, his introduction
defines the ‘Regency’ as the period up to 1830, and George’s cultural
influence was arguably stronger when he was king than when he was
merely Prince of Wales or regent. By contrast, if David merely wished
to deal with the prehistory and history of the Regency proper, there is
no reason to include the trial of Queen Caroline in the House of Lords
for adultery, which occurred after George became king. The structure
leaves the somewhat unfortunate impression that David’s interest lies
more in the Prince’s sexual escapades, which seem to have decreased
after his coronation as a consequence of age and obesity, than in any
other aspect of George’s career.

This impression is confirmed by David’s somewhat exaggerated
fondness for his discovery of an ‘extraordinary account’ of the Prince of
Wales’s wedding night with Princess Caroline in the Malmesbury

Andreas Fahrmeir
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Papers (p. 170). As far as I can see, it does not really add much to our
previous knowledge of that unfortunate occasion. George, a lover of
beauty with a fondness for women older than himself was so appalled
by the fact that his younger bride had a deep-seated aversion to soap
and water that he could only bring himself to marry her in a state of
intoxication, and to consummate the marriage as soon as he had
sufficiently recovered early the next morning. And, as coincidence
would have it, he fathered a daughter on this occasion. The one
interesting element of the detailed description of what exactly turned
George off, namely ‘scars’, which could have been a reference to
venereal disease, is not exploited by David, but the statement that the
prince and princess actually had intercourse three times (rather than, as
had previously been thought, once) is repeated at intervals throughout
the book (for example, pp. 2, 170, 279).

Equally unfortunate is the fact that George’s cultural influence,
ostensibly one of the main topics of the book, is merely postulated rather
than documented and explored. We are told what Carlton House cost
to build, and the consequences of the debt, but little about its design,
furnishings, and the like. Unfortunately, therefore, David’s answer to
his guiding question, namely whether George was the ‘most polished
gentleman’ or ‘the most accomplished blackguard’ remains extremely
superficial (p. 429).

E. A. Smith’s biography, a much more carefully researched and
produced book, covers the whole life of its subject, placing particular
emphasis on his years as king. It does not devote quite as much space
to the Queen Caroline affair as one might have expected, perhaps
because Smith did not wish to go over ground which he has already
discussed elsewhere (A Queen on Trial, 1993). It is clear that this book will
be the standard biography of George IV for many years to come. Smith
emphasizes the structural problems of George’s position much more
clearly, even though his interpretation does not differ greatly from
David’s: George’s difficult relationship with his father, his permanent
debts, his dependence on anybody who was willing to help pay them
off, and his personal friendship with Charles James Fox, which led to the
mutual attraction between him and the opposition until he actually
came close to becoming regent or king. His political affiliation in turn
deepened his estrangement from his parents, thus making it even more
unlikely that his financial affairs would be sorted out. Smith argues that
when George actually obtained power, a little-known side of his character

Major Biographies of Marginal Figures?
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became apparent. He turned out to be not a creative or inspired, but at
least a prudent politician, who managed to hang on to part of the royal
prerogative against the odds, both by using it carefully and by courting
popularity in the more remote parts of his dominions, in Scotland,
Ireland and Hanover. This interpretation is backed up by a careful study
of his interventions in the formation of governments, and, indeed,
Smith succeeds in showing that George acquired a degree of political
maturity.

While this is a much-needed correction of the traditional image of
George IV, it does not quite deliver what Smith promises in his
introduction. Even if George IV can be credited with saving the monarchy
in troubled times (which assumes a degree of revolutionary potential in
Britain in the years around 1800 which may not actually have existed),
the real or imaginary threat of the monarchy’s demise as a political
factor was largely, if not entirely, a result of disastrous policy choices
made by George as Prince of Wales and as regent, which Smith documents
in great and damning detail. A comparative perspective would perhaps
have made this point even better. Whereas other monarchs began to
refashion their image as prudent servants of the state – as David Barclay
has shown for Frederick William IV of Prussia, who admittedly ruled a
generation later3 – George IV failed to acquire a reputation other than
that of a rake about town. His building programme, too, which remains
his most lasting achievement, seems curiously out of date. At a time of
severe economic disruption, vast sums of public money were being
squandered on private residences (which, in the case of Carlton House,
did not even survive for very long), not, as in Ludwig I’s Bavaria, for
example, on public buildings and monuments. Even his ‘discovery’ of
Scotland and the kilt indicates his artistic sensitivities, but not a systematic
public relations exercise. If Britain indeed came close to curbing the
monarch’s role, then George IV may well have been saved from disaster
by his comparatively prudent choice of mistresses, particularly by the
loyalty of Maria Fitzherbert (who could, after all, have moved to France
or elsewhere, published the fact of her wedding, and caused serious
trouble for George).

Thus Smith’s book does not provide any striking new insights into
the Regency era, but that was neither his nor the series’ editors intention.
Indeed, it would seem that such new insights are relatively unlikely to

3 David E. Barclay, Frederick William IV and the Prussian Monarchy 1840-61
(Oxford, 1995).
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emerge from a study of such a well-researched figure as the Prince
Regent, if the perspective remains focused largely on his private life on
the one hand, and politics on the other.

II
While there is not much of a connection between George IV and Lola
Montez, George IV and Ludwig I of Bavaria did share two passions:
women and architecture. But whereas George IV did not lose his throne
over his affairs (even though he may have come close to doing so),
Ludwig I was less fortunate in this respect. His problems began on 7
October 1846, when he made the acquaintance of a young woman
calling herself Lola Montez. The sixteen months she spent in Munich
turned her from an exotic dancer into a political figure, albeit only for
a brief period and within the confines of a medium-sized German state.
Bruce Seymour’s lively and sympathetic biography traces the life of
Elizabeth Rosanna Gilbert from her birth on 17 February 1821 in Grange
near Sligo to her death in New York on 17 January 1861. Elizabeth
Gilbert grew up in the environment of the Indian military, her mother
having moved there with her husband. When Elizabeth was sent back
to Britain to receive an education befitting a lady, she, too, eloped with
an Indian officer; the marriage took place in 1837.

Eliza Gilbert does not appear to have been an easy woman to live
with. The marriage soon failed. By 1840, she was back in London, co-
habiting with a Lieutenant Lennox, who also soon tired of her, but
whose existence allowed her first husband to sue for divorce. Their
separation was pronounced in 1842, but, as usual in those days, it gave
neither party the right to remarry. At this point, Eliza found it necessary
to embark on a career of her own. She went to Spain, where she acquired
a knowledge of Spanish and Spanish dances, and returned in 1843 as
Lola Montez, a ‘noble refugee’ from the political turmoil in her native
country, forced to make a living on the stage. Seymour traces her
theatrical successes and failures in Britain and Europe through the
published reviews. In London, of course, some people remembered her
under a different name, and more questioned her Spanish credentials.
In northern Europe, a pattern soon emerged: a swift departure after an
initial success (or without being allowed on stage), due either to
negative criticism, or conflicts with the authorities because, in common
with other British travellers of the day, Eliza Gilbert did not suffer
Continental gendarmes gladly or quietly. Having arrived in Paris in

Major Biographies of Marginal Figures?
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1844, Lola settled down in a relationship with the editor of the left-
leaning journal La Presse, Alexandre-Henri Dujarier. When Dujarier was
killed in a duel the next year, she was driven back on to Europe’s stages.

When she appealed to Ludwig I in person against the refusal of her
request to appear on stage in the Bavarian capital, she met a king
enthusiastic about all things Spanish, who was immediately fascinated
by her. The feeling appears to have been somewhat one-sided, or Lola
Montez was extremely gifted at assessing the erotic needs of her
partners. While she granted her favours much more generously to other
residents of Munich, she allowed the monarch to make love to her only
twice (the correspondence between ‘Luis’ and ‘Lolitta’, which was
edited in 1995 by Bruce Seymour and another of Lola Montez’s
biographers, Reinhold Rauh, spells this out in great detail, probably
because they did not have all that much else to write about).

However, the presence of an assertive, emancipated royal favourite,
who smoked and meddled in politics, soon proved to be more than the
burghers of the Catholic city of Munich were willing to accept. Tensions
between Ludwig and his church-orientated government were heighten-
ed by Lola’s ill-judged demand for Bavarian citizenship. The issue arose
because even if Lola was able to hoodwink Ludwig into believing she
was Spanish, it would have been more difficult to convince a Spanish
consular official, and applying for British travel documents at a British
consulate would have called her bluff. Her request for naturalization,
which Ludwig received with enthusiasm, led to the resignation of the
cabinet of prime minister Karl-August von Abel. Lola Montez did
become Bavarian on 28 February 1847 after a new prime minister had
been appointed, but as time went by Ludwig had increasing difficulty
in finding ministers willing to countenance his generosity in the face of
increasing popular hostility to the obnoxious foreigner. Created Countess
of Landsfeld in August 1847, by February 1848 Lola was forced to flee
Munich by violent demonstrations, and on 17 March 1848 Ludwig
denationalized her and ordered her arrest should she return to Bavaria.
However, only the abdication of the king in favour of his son, Maximilian
II, could restore calm. To be sure, Maximilian’s affection for Prussian,
Protestant historians was also to cause some popular opposition, but
this never even remotely threatened his rule.

Seymour chronicles the remainder of Lola Montez’s life in equal
detail. The allowance Ludwig paid her was not enough to finance exile
in Switzerland in the style to which she deemed herself entitled.

Andreas Fahrmeir
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Returning to Britain, she married an officer named Heald who possessed
a considerable income, but only narrowly escaped a conviction for
bigamy by forfeiting £2000 bail, her first husband not having been
considerate enough to die on time. When Heald decided to leave her,
Lola could do little more than attempt to convert her notoriety into cash
by publishing her memoirs, and by going on tour with a play purporting
to represent her experience in Bavaria. Her search for an audience led
her farther and farther afield: from the East Coast of the United States
to California, and finally to Australia. During the last years of her life she
lectured in the United States and Britain and wrote on such topics as The
Arts of Beauty. She was buried under a name she never used, Mrs Eliza
Gilbert. Her gravestone was recently restored by Bruce Seymour.

Seymour’s book is a gripping account of what must have been one
of the most remarkable careers of the nineteenth century. If there is one
criticism one can make of it, it is its narrow focus on Lola Montez’s
personal biography, which is a drawback in the chapters on Munich.
Seymour does point out that Lola Montez’s behaviour there, not least
her calls for censorship and more heavy-handed state intervention
against her enemies are at odds with the role of the persecuted Anglo-
Saxon-style liberal she later claimed to have been. By showing how
Ludwig ruthlessly used his influence to have officials who disagreed
with Lola Montez posted to other locations or demoted, Seymour also
highlights the limits of the rule of law, and the extent of absolute
monarchical power in this comparatively progressive German state –
painting a very different picture from the harmonious, professional
image of Bavaria which appears in Marita Krauss’s recent Herrschafts-
praxis in Bayern und Preußen im 19. Jahrhundert (1997), for example. On
the other hand, James F. Harris’s The People Speak! Anti-Semitism and
Emancipation in Nineteenth-Century Bavaria (1994) has documented the
depth of popular opposition to Jewish emancipation, which suggests
that, under the circumstances, censorship and authoritarian government
may have been necessary to achieve liberal goals in some cases. In short,
the details of Bavarian politics of the day, and the identity of the pro- and
anti-Lola factions remain somewhat vague.

This gap is filled by Thomas Weidner’s volume on Lola Montez oder
eine Revolution in München, which contains everything one could ever
wish to know on the subject. The book is one of those lavish exhibition
catalogues which German regional and municipal museums fortunately
are still able to produce, and which are not only of high intellectual
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quality, but also an aesthetic pleasure. The first part of the book contains
eight essays on the events of 1847-8 in Munich (described by Richard
Bauer) and on their context; Ralf Zerback, who has recently published
an excellent monograph on the Munich middle classes,4 examines the
relationship between ‘King, Lady, and Bourgeois’; Karin Hellweg
discusses Ludwig I’s fascination with Spain in the context of the
fashions of the day; Raimund Wünsche describes a collection of fake
antique vases Lola Montez assembled in Munich; Christof Metzger
contributes a biography of Prince Ludwig of Oettingen-Wallerstein,
Abel’s successor as prime minister; Achim Sieg analyses the place of the
1848 revolution in the memoirs of Ludwig I’s successor Maximilian II;
Bruce Seymour deals with ‘Lola Montez’s lies’, that is, her somewhat
one-sided version of what happened in Munich; and Reinhold Rauh
draws out the long perspectives, ‘From Lola Montez to Madonna’.

The second part of the book is a highly informative and entertaining
essay on Lola Montez in Munich by Thomas Weidner, covering
everything from her first meeting with the king to the portraits painted
of her, caricatures, the building and furnishing of her palais, Lola
Montez as a modern woman (the shock of Munich burghers at the
arrival of modern times is exemplified by the fact that they preserved
the last cigarette she smoked in the city in the local history collection),
the intrigues at court, and Ludwig’s abdication. The volume concludes
with a list of the exhibits displayed in the Munich Stadtmuseum last
year. It does much to strengthen the case for viewing the Bavarian
situation as exceptional even in the diverse circumstances of the 1848
revolution. The spark which set off the revolution was the entirely
coincidental situation which brought Ludwig I and Lola Montez together
in an unlikely, explosive mixture. Had he picked another mistress,
things might well have turned out very differently. Because the revolution
began earlier in Munich than elsewhere in Germany, and because its
focus was, in some ways, moral rather than political or social, it was
comparatively easy to control by removing the two offending person-
ages: Lola Montez by deportation, and Ludwig I by abdication. In this
case, the spotlight on Lola Montez does produce something of a new
perspective for the overall view of nineteenth-century Bavarian history.

4 Ralf Zerback, München und sein Stadtbürgertum. Eine Residenzstadt als
Bürgergemeinde, 1780-1870 (Munich, 1997).
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